
Effort does not equal distance and most golfers lose their balance as a result of
swinging at a pace they don't have control.  I have no problem swinging hard as        
l                            long as you can ALSO swing easy. Make sure you can 

                       swing, keep your balance and hold your finish. 

4 Keys to Consistent Golf

Definition of CONSISTENT: 
1. acting or done in the same way over

time, especially so as to be fair or

accurate

Golf Definition of CONSISTENT: 
 set up and swing the same way over

time especially to be accurate. 
 

1.

SET-UP 

You cannot expect a consistent result if you set
up to the ball different every time. Your set-up is
the foundation of your swing. It includes: grip,
posture, width of stance, ball position, and aim. 

Too many moving parts are hard to manage. The 4 most common "moves" that
cause inconsistency are a folding lead arm, long swing, sway and reverse pivot.
The best drill for this it to hit balls with your feet together. If your arm folds
and/or your swing is too long do this drill and take a 1/2 to 3/4 length swings.  

MINIMIZE THE MOVING PARTS

“Tempo trumps mechanics” - Tempo is the rate of movement in your swing. It
is most problematic for your consistency with fast take aways or quick change
of direction from the top of the swing. A good tempo allows all your moving
parts to synchronize. Swing and pause on the top of your swing then start your
down swing. Also practice taking a SLOW take away.  

RELIABLE TEMPO
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4 SPEED AND BALANCE

           We take care of all of that in our pre-shot routine BUT you need to
take some time practicing this on the range. Check you grip and posture
EVERY round. Then focus on the next 2 big set-up culprits, ball position and
aim, by setting up a practice station with clubs/sticks on the ground. 

***Keep in mind, you can also become consistently BAD If you practice the wrong thing
over time.***
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